
TU NGUYEN 
kelly.nguyen2802@gmail.com   (+84) 973.394.229  

 

WORK EXPERIENCE           

iMedia – Facebook Affiliate Network     Ho Chi Minh 

Marketing Manager        01/2017 – 04/2018 
 

 Creat strategic go-to-market plans and the tactical execution which results 600+ customers/ 

location each month through advertising, social channels, partners and CRM campaigns. 

 Lead content direction for creative team in producing engaging content from ideation to 

lead generation attract and convert potential customers monthly and quarterly. 

 Plan, prepare, and organize 4 events/ year as required by the BOD in order to maintain good 

relationship with the existing customers, support and promote sales. 

 Make template for analyzing campaign performance and result for decision making by 

converting complex data and findings into understandable tables and visual reports. 

 Build Marketing team of 6 people by recruiting new talents, coaching and moving them up. 
 

 

 

 Lead account team to generate sales for a portfolio of 100+ existing customers; identify new 

sales opportunities to reach the company's sales target. 

 Work with Facebook team weekly to solve out Vietnamese advertisers’s problems and get 

latest updates from Facebook. 

 Coach Facebook policy and new updates for the account team weekly to make sure that all 

the advertising content is under control. 

 Provide guidence to team in solving problems to build strong and long-lasting client 

relationships. 

 Hold offline events with existing and potential customers to seek out new sales 

opportunities, interact with them and and enable the team to understand customers’ needs. 

 

Eligraphics JSC – game publishing      Ho Chi Minh 

Digital Marketing Lead       11/2015 – 12/2016 

 Plan and execute SEM, ASO, email, social media campaigns, Press Release & partnership. 

 Build KPIs of Digital Marketing activities for performance measurement, analyzing and 

decision making.  

 Scale up markets by localization from 1 to 11 languages for four apps. 

 Set-up pages for games on popular Social channels including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 

Google+, Tumlr and Pinterest. 

 Build 2 groups for games with 85,000 members at the minimum cost in 3 months. 

 Train for marketing staffs that can take care of 7 online channels after training. 

 

 

 

 



California fitness and Yoga Center      Ho Chi Minh 

Digital Marketing Executive       09/2014 – 10/2015 

 Manage execution for multiple online marketing channels: Facebook, Google Adwords, 

Google GDN, Partners and Agencies, leading to meet the target cost and registers. 

 Make plan and send frequent emails to the existing 450,000 members and new registers for 

2 campaigns on weekly basic. 

 Do at least 5 experiments for a landing page and evaluate performance report. 

 Use Marketing tools to research for new advertising channels and competitors to keep 

update with the most recent trends. 

 Conduct and analyse the campaigns results for further decisions and optimizations. 

 Work with Sales, CS, PT and IT Departments in executing advertising campaigns. 

 

Like.vn – Game publishing and online dating    Ho Chi Minh 

Digital Marketing Executive       03/2013 – 08/2014 

 Manage Ads on multi advertising channels with a focus on target CPA and registers. 

 Lead online campaigns (Advertising and on-site events) creation and optimization for 5 

projects with bidding prices to meet target bids. 

 Do CRM campaign segmentation, HTML image mapping, customer behavior dissecting and 

be responsible for activation of 200,000+ users. 

 Create appropriate content and wireframe for web landing pages and website map, improving 

online conversion and lead generation. 

 Administer Facebook pages of multiple products from games to online dating by posting 

creative content and provide response to 50,000 users’ base within 24 hours. 

 

DongA Bank         Ho Chi Minh 

Corporate Relationship Executive                        03/2012–02/2013 

 Managed existing portfolios of 150 corporate that distributed salary through DongA Bank 

and provided timely customer service to maintain all relationship on the book. 

 Cold-called potential customers, resulting in over 20 new corporate accounts,7 companies 

using salary distribution and over 30 active Visa Card accounts in 5 months. 

 Frequently presented and introduced the Bank services at strategic clients’ offices. 

 Prepared commercial budgets and drawing up activation plans for each client. 

 

EDUCATION                                                                                                     

Foreign Trade University         Ho Chi Minh 

B.A in Administration Management, International Business (Good)                            01/2012 
 

OTHERSKILLS            

    Computer: Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Excel, and Power Point). 

    Languages: Vietnamese (native), English (Fluent). 


